The excitation spectra of 'bound' states with a pair of complex wave numbers in the anti ferromagnetic chain are derived for an arbitrary spin state S from the Bethe equations. The solutions in general contain those of both Categories II and III. The spectra are found to have E = ~T~l (7[/2 )Isin Kil, where L = 2S + 2,0 < Ki < 7[, and the total wave number K is given by K=~T~lKi. The spectra are 2S+1·foldly degenerate.
In a previous paper,1) hereafter referred to as I, we derived excited singlet spectra in the antiferromagnetic spin + chain by solving
Bethe's equations with a pair of complex wave numbers. The Hamiltonian of the sys· tern is H = i~ ( 8i' 8i+l -~), 8N+l = 8! , (1) where N is the number of sites and 8i is the spin operator of the site i. In this letter we extend the result to states with arbitrary spins. Since the way of the derivation is similar to that described in I, we just sketch it and write the answer.
The system of equations for states under consideration, which we have to solve, is given by!) 
and Eqs. (2b). and (2c) become the same for both Categories. In order to discuss both Categories simultaneously, we put (j)c into the first term of the equations and rewrite them as
Then A can be a half odd· integer as well as an integer. The total energy E, wave number K and spin 5 of the states are given by
where r is the number of k i which are identical with 0:) We consider here states with z spin component 5, so that M = (N /2) -5 and r=O.
As mentioned in I, the choice of {,-l;} corresponding to real wave numbers is restricted to those satisfying
The second condition is necessary to make sure that kS+3 >0. The distribution of ili satisfying Eq. 
where fj are the values of ~i corresponding to i=mj. Our next step is to seek the sets of {il;} and A satisfying Eq. (4) . To this end, we calculate -2::;l1>i on the right-hand side of Eq. (4) with the density p(~) obtained. Performing the integration, we get 
J+1
--A=-2-and W(7], ~l, " ' , ~L)
=(t-J)Jr, J=1,2,"',L-1,
We can easily see, in the same way as noted in I, that the solutions of case (11) with J = J' and those of case (12) with J = L -J' give degenerate levels whose total wave numbers are opposite to each other.
The solutions in case (11) 
(13b)
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Vol. 68, No.4 This shows that the two cases of (ll) and (12) given by using Eqs. (5) and (8) as as (15) where Ko = NJ[/ 2 is that of the ground state, and we have neglected the term of order 1/ N. From Eqs. (11) and (12) we see that there exist L-l=2S+1 values for J. Therefore, the spectra (14) are 25 + 1-foldly degenerate.
where Eo is the ground state energy. The total wave number is expressed from Eq. (5) In order to confirm the correctness of the solutions, we show in Table I the results for triplet states in a finite system N = 12. The first column for each wave number shows the energies of some low-lying states and in the second column is shown the Category of the corresponding solutions of Bethe's equations. The calculated energies of the solutions coincide with those obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian matrix directly, thus demonstrating the correctness of the solutions. We can also see from Table I that the 'unbound' class 5 ) and the present 'bound' ones are sufficiently wide for describing low-lying states at least for systems of relatively small size.
